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Not your avenge turtles
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UPB gets ready to present its 'Quad-ABunga'Monday night on the Quad.
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Student balances motherhood and school.

Bator electrif Its JMU special teams

Freshman wide receiver L.C. Baker's potential to make big plays adds excitement and
energy to the Dukes.
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Police: Gang's rape initiation a fallacy
Greek organizations warned of gang activity in August I Safety Measures
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Sex
educator
to present
truths
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

news editor
An award-winning writer and sex educator will
speak Monday on topics
such as three conditions to
meet before you have sex,
the truth about whether men
explode if they don't have
sex, the missing sexual organ
and how to make condoms
feel better.
Jay Friedman will present
a program called The J-Spot:
A Sex Educator Tells All,"
in the College Center Grand
Ballroom on Monday, Sept.
13, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Iris will be my third
visit to JMU, where my lecture performance has been
a huge success in the past,"
Friedman said. "My lecture
is poignant and provocative,
and especially timely given
the social and political climate. Especially interesting
in the lecture performance is
a cross-cultural comparison
of how the (United States]
compares to other countries
related to sex and sex education. People find that and the
rest of the lecture funny at
times, sad at times and certainly insightful.
"Basically, my mission is
to help students avoid the sexnegatives ... that result from
sexual ignorance, and to help
promote the sex-positives,
such as healthy relationships
and pleasure," Friedman said.
Some students who plan
to attend feel his program
might be different from others. "His presentation is a
way for JMU students to
learn about important stuff
without feel like they're
being preached to," junior
Tar a Weatherholtz said.
Junior Steven Cummings
said, "I likely would not,
because with events like
that, the speakers usually all
say the same thing, and I've
heard most of it before."

Rumors that a gang in
Harrisonburg is requiring initiates to rape a
female JMU student are
false, according to the
Harrisonburg
Police
Department.
"The best that we can
tell, based on my training
experience, is that such
behavior is not consistent
with gang initiations," said
Sgt. Chris Rush of the HPD.
More common gang ini-

nation
tiation procedures include against citizens.'
citizens."
Senior Erika Davis,
beating a gang member or
putting a gang member to president of Alpha Phi
work by selling drugs for sorority, said that she and
the gang or committing other Greek organization
MSaulkj on other gangs, leaders were warned
about gang activity in
Rush said.
About 10 gangs cur- August.
Davis said that Mike
rently operate in the
Harrisonburg area. Rush Citro, coordinator for frasaid. "The violence of ternity and sorority life
gangs is usually geared for Student Organizations
toward rival gang mem- and Services, "contacted
bers," he said. "Very sel- us and we were made
dom do you find gangs aware before the majorwho go out into the com- ity of the student body
munity to commit crimes because of the concentra-

tion of sororities and fraternities in the area."
Both Davis and Rush
said that a gang awareness workshop will be
given Sept. 27 to Greek
members by the HPD,
according to Rush.
Sgt. Shane Brown of
the HPD said, "In the past,
there was some tagging
(gang-related graffiti) and
then, just over the past
year, our jurisdiction has
seen ... a rise in gang-

If you IW threatened, yell

or scream to attract
attention.
Do not walk alone.
Always stay iti well lighted

see GANG, pageS

SGA plans Sept. 11 memorial events
BY KATIE O'DOWD

BY KELLY JASPER

contributing writer
This is the last year rMU will hold Sept. 11, 2001,
memorial events of this magnitude on campus, said
the 9/11 Forever All Together One coordinator
"The senior class is the last class here who
witnessed Sept. 11 at JMU," said sophomore
Brendan Travis, whose committee was organized by the Student Government Association
to coordinate Sept. 11 events with the help of
the University Program Board.
JMU has several events planned for this
year's 9/11 Forever All Together One,
including handing out ribbons, a wreath
laying ceremony, a candielight vigil and
a blood drive.
All donations collected will go to the
improvement of the Sept. 11 memorial
on campus, which was dedicated at last
year's anniversary services. The memorial lists the names of the three JMU
alumni and a student's parent who were
killed in the terrorist attacks.
"I feel observing some activity in
remembrance of Sept. 11 is important
in order for people not to forget the
horrors of what happened, and the
impact it's had on our country,"
sophomore Kristen Nix said.
Student Body President Tom
Culligan said, "The memorial service
will be a way of showing JMU's reaction to Sept. 11 and the way campus
came together."
phmo illiKintMin by KEVAN MAC*.VERJgraptUcs editor

Events

Today & Friday: i ii
distribution
11 am-2pm
, ofnbbons
Saturday: illumination & wreath laying ceremony
7pm
Th u rsday 9/16: blood drive
11am - 3:30pm
KCIHIN
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Va. targets DUIs with stricter drinking laws
BY RACHANA DIXIT

contributing writer
Stricter drinking laws that
target driving under the influence of alcohol were passed
by the Virginia General
Assembly last year, and have
been in effect since July 1.
'The laws are intended to
increase the criminal sanctions
for repeat offenders." said
Michael Way, director of the
office of Judicial Affairs.
According to Way, the
new law states that a person
who is caught driving under

the influence will receive a
mandatory confinement of
five days if his or her blood
alcohol content is over 0.15,
.ind 10 days if his or her BAC
is over 0.2. These values were
lowered from 02 for five days
and 0.25 for 10 days.
More severe punishments
are given for subsequent
offences. According to Officer
John Campbell of the JMU
Police Department an individual can be sentenced to 20
days in jail if a second DUI is
issued within five years of their
first offense, and 10 days for a

second DUI issued within 10
years of their first offense. Ii a
third DUI is issued within five
years of their first two offenses,
an individual can be sentenced
to 180 days in jail. For a third
DUI issued within ten years
of the first two offenses, the
person will have to stay in jail
for 90 days.
Many law enforcement
officials are hoping to see a
change for the better.
"We hope |students] will
be .i little more responsible,
like have a designated driver
or use the cab service.; avail-

KEVAN MAavER/grapeia aator

Faculty
discuss
Honor
Council
integrity

A final
reflection

Sept

If attack*^ think,
don't panic.

able," said Campbell. "We
always like to see these laws
a little stricter so we can
keep people safer."
Although law enforcement would like to see students take more precaution,
not all think the new laws
will have an effect.
"I really don't think [the
laws) will have much of an
effect on whether people
drink or drive, becau
a person is stupid enough
to do it in the first place,
they won't think about it,"
sophomore Scott Bnxiy said.

"Or they might not even
know about the new laws."
Sophomore Paul Wind
said, "I don't think it would
have any more of an effect than
it already does. When people
drink and get drunk, their BAC
is still not safe on any level."
Sophomore
Lauren
Sommer disagreed with
Wind. "I think it would make
a difference because there
are stronger consequences,
so people who are repeat
offenders would think about
what they're doing before
they do it," she said.

senior writer
The HonorCouncil compromised the integrity of the Honor
Code, members of the Faculty
Senate said Wednesday.
The council's refusal to press
charges against 300 members
of two sororities In possession
of test banks has damaged
student and faculty perceptions
of the code, members said.
"Students don't seem to
think there's any validity to the
Honor Code," said Stephanie
Chisolm, chair of the Student
Concerns Committee, which
will meet over the issue tomorrow. "And faculty will file a
complaint but they feel like
the whole thing is a joke when
they see the same student back
in school next semester."
Nikitah Imam, a sociology
and anthropology professor,
presented the concern in a
senate meeting last Thursday.
"With an honor code, the
way people perceive it may be
more important than the code
itself," said Imam, who worked
to rewrite the Honor Code
several years ago. "You can't
have a code which you enforce
on a by-convenience basis."
The senate's discussion
focused (xitheUckiifinformation
released about the investigation
and the "'appearance' of nonenforcement" of tile code, said
Dietrich Maune, a media arts
and design professor who is a
member of the senate.
"This most recent occurrence of finding the test bank
is troubling," Maune said. In
mid-July, more than 50 years
of archived tests were discovered in the Greek Row
houses of two sororities.
Members of Alpha Sigma
Alpha or Zeta Tau Alpha
were not charged with
academic violations due to a
lack of evidence, said Maggie
Burkhart
Evans.
honor
council coordinator.
The council ordered the
disposal of the tests before
deciding not to press charges,
advisers to the sororities said.
Evans also said only
using, not possessing, tests
was against the Honor Code.
This conclusion, Maune
said, appears to be a "relaxed
interpretation" of the code.
"How can a organized process of sharing information
see HONOR, page 5
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Guruf. FwhUcontribulmg photographer
Seniors MkhealTaft. Susanna Burgos, Morgan Dye and Junior Lucy Hutchlnson listen to
others speak on Ideas they have for the JMU
2004-05 school year.

CORRECTIONS
In the Sept. 7 Issue of The Breeze, the T
In LGBT should relied "Tranooender."

We will have a
winning season

The New Sexual Orientation Policy, reported in the Sept. 7 issue Of The Breeze, bast
prevents discrimination.

because I'm a
senior."

A page jump titled Policy: Clause Added In
the Sept. 7 issue of The Breeze should have
directed the reader to page four. The story
was given an incorrect headline on page four.

Leah Goodmai
IDLS.SPED
Senior

A headline incorrectly reported the name of
Amy Goodman in the Sept. 7 issue of The
Breeze.

10-1 because we
ave an awesome
oreboard.andan

In the Sept. 7 issue of The Breeze, the average salary of full-time professors was inaccurate. The average salary for full professors in
Harrisonburg Is $92,000, according to
monster.com

esome team, but
nfortunately we
ire probably going
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POLICE LOG
BY GEARY COX

news editor

Petty Larceny
A JMU employee reported the larceny of a spare tire cover — black with gold lettering — from a grey Land Rover SUV parked in G
Lot on Sept. 6, at 11:30 a.m. and 5:33 p.m.

"I should say
undefeated, or
'Vin Diesel' will

Possession of Marijuana
A JMU student was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana in Potomac Hall Sept. 6 at 3 p.m.
Number of parking tickets issued since Aug. 19: 2,261

hurt me in D-hall

Number of drunk in public since Aug. 19: 27
Paul I
Philosophy
Junior

DUKE DAYS

Friday
Women of Color invites all organizations and groups to
participate in its first "Follow the Rainbow" Scavenger Hunt
Friday at 3 p.m. on Hillside Field. Each team must have at least
five members. The $10 entrance fee should be paid as soon as
possible. To reserve a spot, e-mail brown2jn.

Events Calendar

Thursday
JMU's Amnesty International Chapter will host a candlelight vigil at 8
p.m. to protest today's scheduled execution of James Reid. The vigil
will be held on the Quad, and is expected to last about 30 minutes.
The Adult Degree Program will hold an information meeting at in the
Paul Street House. For more information, contact x 8-6824 or e-mail
mailto:sdult-degree-program.

"Undefeated!
because they ai
out of controlmyself included.'

Maura Goodrich
Chemistry
Junior
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The Breeze is puWahed Monday and Thursday morrangs and
dBtflbuled throughout James Medaon University and the local
Harrisonburg community Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Alison Fargo, edaor
Section phone numMailing address:
rhe anaue
GIAnthony-SeeoerHas
MM W06
Jsjnes MajfaeOfl UrMnfe
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Bookkeeper
Susan sronien

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone, o.D.
Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card
Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6
T - Th 9 - 5
Sat 9 - 3

Saturday
The Edith J. Carrier Arboretum will hold its Fall Plant Sale at
the arboretum parking lot on University Boulevard from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. All proceeds will benefit the arboretum's educational
mission. Sale items include a wide assortment of plants, flowering shrubs, perennials and trees. For more information, call the
arboretum office at x 8-3194 or visit the Web site at www.jmu.
edu/arbomtum.

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper of James
Madison University,
serves student and
faculty readership by
reporting news involving the campus and
local community The
Breeze strives to be
Impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights

m
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Manager
James Matareae
Ad Designers:
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Jess Woodward
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Matt Eganhouse
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Mmklit/t a Difference
Best Buddies is a non-profit organization dedicated to
enhancing the lives of people with intellectual disabilitica
by providing opportunities for one-to-one friendships and
integrated employment.

Want to be a Best Buddy??
OOMBI1
THURSDAY, September 9, 2004
7:30 pm in Roop 129

GRAND
Home Furnishings
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Quality Items For Your
Home Including
e
e
e
e
e
•

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
Recliners
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture

s Accessories
Radio Dlapatched
Service to all ma|or airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

e And More
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE
(Behind Valley Mall)
HARRISONBURG, VA

(540) 434-7619

THURSDAY, SEPT.

i- Campus fire safety

"No reasonable ... person could
come to a different conclusion."

Recent college fires across the
country lead a national call to arms
for fire saftey on college campuses.

RICHARD KOPF

U.S. District Judge

S«c story below

^AHliKBl
Masterpiece Season
offers new shows
This year's Masterpiece
Season will run from Sept 2
to April 24.
The Encore Series by
guest artists features the
return of the Richmond
Ballet, musical guests Bering
Strait and Jim Brickman.
Three plays also will
be shown: "Crazy Love,"
"Forbidden Broadway Shoots
for the Stars" and "Stand
By Your Man- The Tammy
Wynette Story."
There will be two special Encore Series concerts, a
Beatles tribute show and an
appearance by Arlo Guthrie
and his family.
The first JMU student
actors performance will
be "Shakespeare's R&J."
"Chaucer in Rome," "The
Mystery of Edwin Drcod"
and "Our Town" also will be
preformed during the season
Ambassadors accepting
memoenfMp aypwcaoont
Student Ambassadors
an? now accepting applications from people who want
to |oin the organization.
Trie membership applications can be found at the
ambassador Web site, www.
jmuxdulorgslambassadors.

For more information
attend one of the meetings
Sept 13 at 7 JO p.m. orSepi 15
at 530 p.m. in PC Ballroom.

iLwiiwitim
Va. experiences
flooding from Frances
ROANOKE — Western
Virginia was blanketed with
heavy rain Wednesday as
remnants of Hurricane
Frances swept into the state.
No major injuries or traffic accidents were reported
as of Wednesday morning.
Numerous roads were closed
throughout the region, and
about 25 families were evacuated from a mobile home
park in Galax.
Virginia Department of
Emergency Management
spokesman Bob Spieldenner
said emergency officials had
deployed rescue teams and
drawn down Crater Lake to
ease pressure on a dam.
The National Weather
Service in Blacksburg
reported that some parts
of southern and western
Virginia had received 8
inches of rain and could
receive 2 or more inches.

NASA space capsule
crashes to Earth in Utah
DUGWAY PROVING
GROUND, Utah — The
Genesis space capsule,
which promised scientists
potential clues to the origin
of the solar system, crashed
to Earth Wednesday after its
parachute failed to deploy.
It wasn't immediately
known whether the cosmic
samples had been destroyed.
NASA officials believed the
fragile disks that hold the
atoms would shatter even if
the capsule hit the ground
with a parachute.
"We're going to get the
pieces out (of the wreck],"
said Roger Wiens, a payload leader for Los Alamos
National Laboratory. "Ifs
going to be a lot tougher
to sort out the pieces of
broken material."
Hollywood stunt pilots
had taken off to hook the
capsule's parachute, but the
refrigerator-sized capsule hit
the desert floor without the
parachute opening.
The capsule was returning after three years in space
as part of six-year project.
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Class of 2004 shares advice with freshmen
versity] told about ongoing
conversations with students
news editor
about their experiences and
Last year, JMU's Office of how it was very helpful to
Institutional Research asked students," Doherty said. "I
the graduating Class of 2004 thought about it, and decidwhat advice they would give ed that this might be a nice
to incoming freshmen. 'The question to ask the recent
response covered topics from alumni.
teachers to having fun to life
"Also, my son was a
after JMU.
JMU freshman last year,
One question posed: "Look- and I wondered what kinds
ing back on your academic ca- of advice he should have
reer at JMU, what is one piece had. I showed it to him this
of advice you would give to summer, and he thought the
incoming freshmen that you ideas were terrific."
wished you had received?"
Over 500 alumni responded to the survey via e-mail.
"I definitely think this is
a great idea," senior Elizabeth Wise said. "I just studied
Advice is a positive
abroad in London, and it was
thing; it doesn't do
really helpful to receive advice
from people who had already
any harm...
gone through the program.
"You are so out of your
area, it is nice to have someone
- Tim Sandoie
tell you what you need to do
while you are there."
Freshman Tim Sandoie
said, "I think that overall, 1 will
listen to the advice. Advice is
The advice included such a positive thing; it doesn't do
lines as, "Try not to study in any harm because you can lisyour dorm room — there are ten to it or not."
According to Doherty, Intoo many distractions in such a
small space," "Live it up, it goes stitutional Research is planby very quickly. Get involved" ning to provide a link to freshand "Actually read your texts." men in the next week or so via
According
to
Frank a mass e-mail.
The orientation office reDoherty, director of Institutional Research, Institutional ceived a copy of the responses
Research sent out a survey to earlier this summer, but it was
the recent alumni to find out too late to give it to all the inwhat types of jobs they re- coming freshmen.
The survey can be accessed
ceived after graduation.
"I had been to a confer- through the Institutional Reence in Boston in which a search Web site, www.jmu.edu/
speaker from Harvard (Uni- instrtsrch/oir_highlight.sh tmi
Bv

ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

Advice from the Class of 20CM• Eat at Kline's.
• Talk to your professors and create
relationships.
• Eat at D-hall more.
• Don't waste one day! It will be aver before you
Icnow it!
• Talce chances and ao something different
nd unexpected.'
• Get involved with as many activities and groups
as you can from the sfcK. i
• Enjou, college. It is an experience like no other.
• Don't streak the Quad when the cops are
around.
• You have to make what you want out of college.
• Take more advantage of UREC^^
• Be courteous to uour roommate. It will make
your year ep smoother.
• Textbooks cost a lot more than they should.
• Actually read your texts, and go to class.
AM> HAfhRSON irmor anul

Hoffman outlets cause problems
BY LISA PELF.GRIN

contributing witer
Students in Hoffman Hall (located across the street from Roop
Hall) are prohibited form using extension cords.
This can cause a problem for
Hoffman residents, becuase the
building has aged wiring and outdated and ill-placed outlets.
As a resident of Hoffman Hall,
.sophomore Alison MacDonald finds
living there difficult without air-conditioning and the new rule that extension cords cannot be used, according to senior Caroline Chin, Hoffman
Hall director. "(Not using extension
cords) makes it tough for us to live
comfortably here," Macdonald said.
"Fans need extension cords to be in
windows. Since we can't use them
and there is no air conditioning, it
becomes very hot, especially on the
third floor," Macdonald said.
The issue that remains with
Hoffman Hall is the location of outlets and plugs. There are four plugs
per resident, but these plugs are on
one side of the room. This predica-

ment makes not having extension
cords difficult for the resident on
opposite sides of the room. To add
to the issue, the plugs are two-prong
outlets. For this, students have to
purchase an adaptor for all threeprong appliances. "Our residents
have been really great, considering
the circumstances they were put
into," Chin said.
Although Hoffman's aged wiring is an inconvenience that all residents deal with, everyone seems
to be complying with the codes.
"There were 34 IDOCS out of
roughly 150 residents. I was really
surprised because I was expecting
a lot more due to the new policies," junior Chris Scott, resident
adviser said.
According to Fred Hilton, director of media relations, there are
plans to renovate Hoffman, but
not for a while.
Along with the RAs' frequent
checking of the hall for fire violations, there is an annual inspection
by the state fire marshall. Making
see HOFFMAN, page 4

National call for campus fire safety
Amherst. Mass.
The fraternity fire
that killed three University of Mississippi
students underscores
the importance of fire
safety at our nation's
campuses. As students
return to school, and as
parents begin touring
campuses this fall fire
safety should be one of
the items high on everyone's list when evaluating any school.
"Within the first
few weeks of the school
year, four students have
died in fires," said Ed
Comeau, director of
the Center for Campus
Fire Safety. "This is an
incredibly tragic beginning to the school year."
Each year there are
an average of 1,500 fires
causing $9 million in
damage in residence
halls and Greek hous-

Student Organization Night packs students in
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Over 200 club*, covering all areas of Interest, participated In Student Organization Night on
Monday. The event was moved Indoors to the College Center Grand Ballroom due to rain.

ing, according to the
National Fire Protection
Association. Added to
these fires and damage
is the untold number of
fires that occur in offcampus housing.
Comeau said that
common threads seen in
off-campus fire fatalities
often include lack of automatic fire sprinklers,
missing or disabled
smoke alarms, careless
disposal of smoking materials and alcohol.
"What is needed is a
national 'call to arms,'"
said Sherry Kenyon, fire
safety coordinator for
the Boulder Fire Department near the University
of Colorado. "Too many
students are having
their lives and futures
cut short in fires that
need not happen. There
are steps that we can all
take and should take to
help stop this trend."

Sprinklers in student housing provide
an unparalleled level
of fire safety.
One example where
sprinklers would have
saved lives was in a fraternity fire at the University of North Carolina, where five students
were killed in a fire on
May 9,19%, which was
both graduation day and
Mother's Day.
Coupled along with
automatic fire sprinklers
should be fire alarms
that will provide the
early warning of a fire.
"We have discovered ways to make the
fire safety education
for college students interesting and interactive," says Boulder Fire
Chief Larry Donner.
Colorado University at
Boulder and its fire department holds regular
Greek Fire Academies.

Partial-Birth Abortion Ban
Act found unconstitutional
BY KEVIN O'HANLON

Associated Press
A third federal judge
ruled Wednesday that the
Partial-Birth Abortion Ban
Act is unconstitutional, saying it fails to include an exception when a woman's
health is in danger.
US. District Judge Richard Kopf in Lincoln . Neb.
said that Congress ignored
the most experienced doctors in determining that the
banned procedure never
would be necessary.
"According to responsible medical opinion, there
are times when the banned
procedure is medically necessary to preserve the health
of a woman, and a respectful reading of the congressional record proves that
point," Kopf wrote. "No
reasonable and unbiased
person could come to a af-

ferent conclusion."
The abortion ban was
signed last year by President
Bush, but was not enforced
because three federal judges,
in Lincoln, New York and
San Francisco agreed to hear
constitunonal challenges in
simultaneous non-jury trials.
Last month, US. District
Judge Richard C. Casey in
New York said the Supreme
Court has made it clear that
a banned procedure must allow an exception to preserve
a woman's health — even as
he called the abortion procedure "gruesome, brutal, barbaric and uncivilized."
In June, U.S. District
Judge Phyllis Hamilton in
San Francisco also found the
law unconstitutional, saying it "poses an undue burden on a woman's right to
choose an abortion."
«r ABORTION, page 4
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ABORTION: Nebraska judge rules against ban

start ,.
spreading

ABORTION, from fagc 3
All three decisions were expected to be appealed to the
Supreme Court. The Justice Department had filed an appeal
of the San Francisco ruling and
said in a statement that it "will
continue to defend the law to
protect innocent new life from
partial-birth abortion."
The Nebraska lawsuit was
filed by New York-based Center for Reproductive Rights
on behalf of physicians including Dr. LeRoy Carhart,
who brought an earlier chal-

lenge that led the U.S. Supreme Court in 2000 to over-,
turn a similar ban passed by
Nebraska lawmakers.
"If s a shame that I have to
continue going to court, fighting the same fight to protect
my patients' health," Carhart
said Wednesday. "But if the
government takes this battle
back to the Supreme Court, 1
will continue the fight to be
able to provide the safest care
for my patients."
Nebraska Right to Life
Director Julie Schmit-Albin

declined immediate comment because she had not yet
read the ruling.
The federal law bars a procedure doctors called "intact
dilation and extraction," or
D4iX, and opponents call partial-birth abortion.
During the procedure,
generally performed in the
second trimester, a fetus partially is removed from the
womb and its skull is punctured or crushed.
The ban, which President Clinton vetoed twice,

was seen by abortion rights
activists as a fundamental
departure from the Supreme
Court's 1973 precedent in
Roe vs. Wade. But the Bush
administration has argued
that the procedure is cruel
and causes pain to the fetus
The law contains an exception when the life of the
mother is at risk. Backers of
the ban said a health exception would open a major
loophole, allowing abortions
when the mental health of the
mother is questioned.

HOFFMAN: Fire marshal suggests ways to keep safe
HOFFMAN, from page 3
a thorough inspection of the doors, the
sprinklers, exit signs, stairwells and
smoke detectors. Bill Pootoa the regional engineer of the Northern Region State
Fire Marshal, said that students should
not prop open the doors to the stairwells.

breezenews@hotmail.com

"We find that to be a repetitive violation,
stairway doors."
Pooton, who also works with George
Mason University and Mary Washington University's campuses, said students should make sure that their smoke
detectors are functional.

James McHon

He also cautioned residents not to
tamper with them because it could affect the operation of the device. "One
of our major concerns deals with the
smoke alarms," Pooton said. "If students
observe a fault in their detectors, they
should bring it to their RA's attention."

Caribbean Tan

wants you to guess how much this ro<

Back to School Special!
30 beds @ each location

I

>»«■

Carillon Tan

I

Buy 3 tans for

I Buy 5 tans for

$10
L

limit one per customer
|
Couponcan only beused once. _

I

CarU»£ji Tan

I
'
L

$201
Umit one per customer.
Couponcan only be used once.

I
'

<:i'ihfe*Mi,Tan
'T*

I Buy 11 tans for

The best guess

I

$35
Limit one per customer.
Coupon can only be used once.

9-10p.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

Early Bird Special!
Buy a single session half price
before noon!
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds.

Come by James McHone Jewelry
to place your guess and let us
help you find a rock of your own!

75 Court Square
Downtown Harrisonburg
433-1133

JAMES MCHONE
antique

'

jewelry

I

Food Lion
Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
"*< 433-9989
438-9989
"■
Accepting FLEX
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HONOR: Issues
of integrity 'routine'
HONOR, from page 1

be so easily dismissed?" Maune
asked.
Some faculty said they suspected the investigation was dropped
because of the inconvenience of
investigating 300 students.
"With the Honor Code, difficulty isn't really an excuse
to disregard it," Imani said.
"When an issue comes up with
an individual, we find some
way to enforce it. Why enforce
the rules in 'situation A' and
not 'situation B'?"
In its meeting tomorrow, the
senate committee will focus on
determining current perceptions
of the code rather than the specifics of the situation, Imani said.
"If you go to the University
of Virginia or Virginia Tech,
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GANG: Members
spotted at Ashby parties
GANG, from page 1

—64

related activity."
Brown added that known
gang members have been spotted
at parties in Ashby Crossing and
Foxhill Townhomes. Communities
and houses on Devon Lane, Port
Republic Road and Village Lane
also have been visited by gang
members. Rush said.
Brown said, "Pass the word on;
at a lot of parties that are open to
the general public, if s not always
the students themselves that are
causing the problems — it's the
people coming from out of town,
outside the community.
"We've gone through gathering
intelligence for some rime, not
only on different gangs, but with
different participants," he added.
"These individuals have shown
up at parties."

How can a organized
process of sharing
information be so
easily dismissed?
- Dietrich Maune
media arts tad design professor

55 —
you know they take their code
seriously," Imani said. "Their
response is to take a very hard
line to enforce their code. I don't
see that happening here."
Evans did not comment as
to why the council's integrity
would be discussed by the senate, but added that discussion of
academic integrity is routine.

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

Fred Hilton, director of media
relations, said, "First off, nothing
has come to our attention that
there is any connection between
jMU and gang activities."
Despite the lack of evidence to
support the rumor, Hilton said, "It's
always better to err on the side of
caution, considering that some of
the fraternities and student groups
are out in the community."
The rumor "sounds like an urban
myth," Hilton said. "We always
advise students to make intelligent
choices — not to go out alone at
night or in dark areas."
Brown said, "I don't think that
[students] are any more at risk than
any other citizen of Harrisonburg.
Gangs are a danger, a threat ...
We're doing everything we can to
try to keep the public, along with
the students, safe."

pony's ft**

College Students:
Everyday Special
XL Cheese Pizza

$4.99
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 S Main St (RT11 South)
1026 Dayerta Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

pick - up or delivery

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

delivery after 3pm
with college I.D.

$5.99

Now 2 locations

Flex Accepted
We Deliver!

to serve you!

$6.50 minimum

Service* may vary by location

LESSON a2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY'
The can) I* FREE
*•
Every 6" wash I* tree
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www mirsclewasricard com

LESSON 03. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLAY'

540 432 0200

540 8018160

1762 South Main Street
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

22 Terry Drive
(Behind Kroger)

fiadies.. .checkout our new female crfrtists!

SANDAIL

BUY A PAIR OF

Get a pair of *
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jjgg) MClNC
540433-5612

Socks

FREE!!!
Offer ends Sept. 30
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Wilderness Voyagers
ur_.

1544 E.
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MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG

(540) 434-7234
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w

VA 22801
\J

200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
Q
HOURS
Tues -Thurs:
12 Noon - 8 p.m.
Fri - Sat:
12 Noon -10 p.m.
Sun - Mon:
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It is possible to
make furniture out
of pizza boxes.

BOUSE

OPINION

EDITORIAL

The Breeze staff shares freshman advice
Freshmen, this one's for you.
. The Office of Institutional Research asked last year's
seniors their advice to the incoming Class of 2008, which
wJll be sent out in the next few weeks. The Breeze staff
tfien decided that they had their own words of wisdom
to pass along to the new kids on the block. Without further ado, here is advice from the Breezers:
First of all, get involved (Writing for The Breeze is always a good start). Really, though, anything students do
outside of the classroom makes college that much better.
| Don't date anyone who lives in your residence hall
-J> it makes things extremely awkward after the breakup. This means don't date your resident adviser or hall
director, either
Ashby Hall is not the same as Ashby apartments. The
former is located on the Quad, while the latter is off campus and up Port Republic Road. Likewise, D-hall is not
Gibbons Hall — it's in Gibbons Hall.
^ Meet your professors, whether you visit their office
hours or introduce yourself after class.
If you want to avoid the UREC rush (and the elliptical
machine madhouse), go before 8 a.m. or after 8 p.m.
Irons make good hot plates, and it is possible to make
furniture out of pizza boxes. On a related note, never
steal the sign from the top of the Chanello's driver's
truck — he or she won't hesitate to press charges.
When it comes to parties, don't walk in huge groups,
otherwise known as the "freshmen pack;" walk in twos or
threes. Sure, you're all together, but you're also more likely to get heckled by commuters. And when you're at the
party, remember that hooking up doesn't necessarily mean
anything in the long-term — sorry to burst your bubble.

L E T T E

TO

JMU imperfections fine
Whether or not you're new to Harrisonburg, the changes at JMU are notable:
the paved thoroughfare by Wilson, the
repainted Keezell cupola, the scoreboard
with a "Medium-Tron", the upcoming
chemistry/physics building, the athletics center and an asbestos-free Harrison
Hall.
JMU is not perfect and complaints
are appreciated. The new fire codes are
indeed trivial and disadvantageous —no
rebuttal — but, as for parking violations:
do the crime, pay the fine.
We shouldn't expect JMU to be paradise. For a public university, it comes
pretty close. Conditions at other schools
(or in the real world) are the same or
worse. Despite everyday glitches, JMU
ttuly listens. In the early '90s, complaints
about quarters for laundry spurred
JMU to install JAC card swipers in every dorm, but complaints about FLEX
reinstated our quarter system. A pedestrian-car collision occurred at Bluestone
and Carrier roads in 2002. Soon after, a
traffic signal was installed. D-hall should
take reservations, because it tops all but
ten schools nationwide in food quality.
Even with the bonehead shafting of PC
[Jukes' chicken wrap, JMU restored it in
less than a week.
Humans thrive on change. Change
takes time, and I'm willing to look at,
construction outside my window just to
know that my university tries everything
it can to be better. JMU makes mistakes,
but please give it some more credit — it's
unimaginable trying to appease over
lfe.000 people at once.
Alice Shen
junior, english major

THE

Attend

EDITOR

Policy article misquoted source
I appreciate the opportunity to correct a serious error in Ashley McClelland's "Policy prohibits 'sexual orientation' prejudice." Ms. McClelland
interviewed me via e-mail. The question she asked me was not, "Why did
President Rose approve adding sexual
orientation to the non-discrimination
policy?" — for which I would not have
had an answer because I have not spoken with President Rose about this
Rather, 1 was asked, "Why is it imporant
[sic] for the phrase to be in the book?"
— for which 1 provided four reasons, including the one quoted. However, the
article reads as if I had knowledge of
President Rose's reasoning for approving this policy, and as if I were speaking
on his behalf. This is very misleading. I
am extremely upset that President Rose
or anyone else might think mat I was
speaking on his behalf when I was not
— I hope you can see what kind of a
position uiat puts me in. This is not an
inconsequential mistake. (See page 2 for
other corrections to this article.)
This policy change is important to
me. I am thankful to President Rose,
the Faculty Senate, members of the SGA
who supported this and the spring 2004
Editorial Board of The Breeze for supporting this policy in one of their house
editorials. I hope everyone who supported u*iis policy change knows that it
makes a significant difference for a lot
of people at JMU.
Christine M. Robinson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Sociology and
interdisciplinary Liberal Studies

Ah ton Fargo
Kelly )up«r
MaH Laatner
Geary Cox
Aahley McClelland
Ale* Sirney
Cheryl Lock
Sylva Florence
Liu Gerry
|ame« Irwin
Matthew Stow
Khaten Green
Caite White
Nathan Chiantrlla
Amy Pa tenon
|ennifer Chanthapanya
Kevin Maclver
Patrick Smith
Dan Szarejko
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitx
David Wendelken

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumplis which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
- James Madison

3>,*

Be nice to the cleaning ladies in your dorm.
They are your toilet paper suppliers and they
also clean up your mess after the weekends.
Don't hold hands in D-hall — public affection
is not necessary in an eating environment.
No matter how hard you try, you're still going
to get 8 a.m. classes next semester. And don't worry
about not knowing what you want to do when you
graduate — most seniors sbll don't know. In fact,
it's doubtful that many faculty members know
what they want to do when they grow up.
Remember to call your par/
ents for things other than
money or care packages.
They are the ones who will
love you long after you're
a college graduate.
And the N.
1 piece of advice from the
Breezers
is
this: JMU is
what you make
of it Whether
you become
involved /**
in clubs or
study hard,
your actions
always
will
pay off in

HEffBREEZE
/ ,/ifi» in chief
Managing editor
Ads manager
News editor
News editor
Opinion editor
Variety editor
Asst Variety editor
Focus editor
Sports editor
Asti. sports editor
Copy editor
Copy editor
Photo editor
Photo editor
Art Director
Graphics editor
Webmaster
Online editor
Advisers
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BREEZE PERSPECTIVES

JMU charm make it best decision
PATRICK CALAHAN

contributing writer
Choosing a university
is one of the most important decisions a person
makes. High school seniors
constantly bombard themselves with questions like,
"What school has the major
1 want?" or, "What school
i- rated best?" Other factors
also enter the equation, such
as tuition costs, distance
from home and whether or
not the student actually was
accepted at the schools he or
she is considering.
so what makes JMU different? To be honest. I didn't
know at first if it was where
I belonged. April 1 to May 1
of their high school senior
year is the time students
have to select a school to attend from those into which
they have been accepted. I
used every bit of that month
to decide. 1 was fortunate
enough to be accepted at

some very selective universities, but I found myself
asking, "Is it reason enough
to attend a school based on
its level of selectivity?" With
that thought in mind, I went
to visit the schools to which
I was accepted.
When I began my visits,
I practically had decided on
UVa. However, I traveled the
three and a half hours up 1-81
from my small town in southwestern Virginia and visited
JMU anyway. The moment
I arrived on campus I was
amazed at the beauty of this
gorgeous location in the heart
of the Shenandoah Valley. We
have our share of mountains
at home, but nothing comparable to those surrounding
Harrisonburg. I took the tour
around campus and was astonished at how splendid the
architectural designs were
and how wonderful the campus itself looked.
But it wasn't just the appearance of JMU that attract-

ed me — it was the people.
At JMU, people hold the door
for you when you're walking
into a building. The casual
passerby looks you in the
eye, smiles and says, "Hello." People here naturally are
accepting of one another and
that creates the ideal environment for both intellectual
and social growth.
I've looked at other
schools. I've been on other
campuses. The degree of
oneness and acceptance at
JMU simply cannot be found
anywhere else. The Princeton Review ranks JMU
eleventh out of 357 colleges
in the Quality of Life category. This should come as no
surprise to JMU students.
JMU prepares students for
life after college, while at
the same time offering them
an accepting and fun-loving
environment.
Nevertheless, I am a skepsei CHARM, page 7

^k\.JA
E-mail darts and pats to
breezedpG Hotmail, com
Dora A Pats are subrmned antmymwah and printed on a space-available basis. Submissions an baseti
upon one persons opinion of a given
tuuanon. person or e\tvst and do not
netessarth reftext the truth.

A "way-to-be-a-man" dart to the guy
who punched me in the side of the face as
1 did the mature thing and walked away
from a pointlessly heated conversation.
From a man who thinks you should lutxv
hit him in the face sometime during your
20-mmute conversation about what state I
represent.

A "you-made-my-day" pat to the
extremely kind sophomore guy who
picked up my lost JAC card and called
me to return it.
From a thankful freshman who's impressed that genuinely nice people still exist

A"didn't-your-mother-teach-youany-manners" dart lo all the people who
cut in the tray return line at D-hall.
From a senior who thinks it's one of the
rudest things to see people cutting in line and
fOU would learn better.

An Tm-so-sorry-I-hit-your<ar" pat
to the student who made me realize what
a complete jerk and idiot 1 was.
From a student who wants to rectify the
situation and left her information with The

A "welcome-to-college" pat to the kid
passed out on the sidewalk in front of
Festival last Thursday night at 1 a.m.
From a pizza driver who was appreciative of your entertainment but was glad to
see you stand up and stumble off.

A "what-a-gentleman" dart to the
non-handicapped professor who stole
the last handicapped parking space as I
was turning into it — rust barely hitting
my car in the process.
From a junior wlto was late for class and
now has bruises on her hands from hobbling
all the way up from the baseball lot to the
quad on crutches.

1I0N
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MARM: JMU good fit for freshmen
HARM, from page 6
ral person, and when I «rI at JMU two weeks ago I
till didn't know if I had made
i right decision. I kept asking
nyself, "How will 1 know?" But
ne afternoon, I looked out the
vindow of Festival and saw the
nost picturesque sunset of my
ife. The giant orange disc slowly
erring behind the vast range of
[mountains blew me away. And
I then it hit me. 1 don't need proof
| or evidence to know I made the
I right decision; I just know. I know
because it feels right. I've made
I my decision, and I'm not looking
back. Let the good times roll.
Patrick Calahan is an undeclared freshman.
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signature service
oil change: $28.99
VD.UU withja^^H

$

Win 25,000
for grad school!

$23.99

jiffy lube

Enter to Win

Kaplan Gets You In.

And Pays Your Way Sweepstakes!
How del
visit kaptMt.com/26k
WHO WHMT

No appointment necessary
FREE top off on your way home
National database keeps a
history of your jiffy lube service

One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law. business, graduate, medical or dental school.
Whoro la th. drawing?
The winner will be selected on January 12. 2005 and will be
notified by mail/email Immediately following the drawing.

1870 EAST MARKET STREET
across from valley mall
HARRISONBURG.VA 22801

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/25k

(540) 433-8599

Grace Covenant
Church

2 medium,
1-topping pizzas

Contemporary worship
Practical Bible teaching;
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m.
Information, contact
Souder, 433-9244,
out www.gcch.org.

Still hungry? Try our

Papa John's Buffalo Wings
available in 2 incredible flavors Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce

Virginia Capital Semester

Make the most ot your spring semester!

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

432-PAPA (432-7272)
www.papajohns.com

Make the most of your spring semester with an
exciting internship, challenging college courses,
interesting guest speakers and all the drama of
Virginia politics
Experience Virginia's capital city during the
excitement of a legislative session while continuing
your studies on e full-time basis through course
work at Virginia Commonwealth University — and
earn a $1.000 internship stipend

For more information and application
• httpV^Mww vcu edu/capitalsemester,
• Virginia Capital Semester. L Douglas Wilder
School of Government and Public Affairs.
RO. Box 642028, Virginia Commonwealth
University, Richmond, VA 23284 2028; or
• Contact Professor Ralph Hambrick at
(804) 828*153, or vacaprtalsemfflvcu.edu
• Application deadline is Oct 1, 2004
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SUPER CROSSWORD

ACROSS

,odaysanswers
go to
wwtv. thebreeze.
org

I P«y lo play 5
"Forever _"C47 hi mi
10 "Go, team!"
13 Window pom
18 German river
19 The Gong Show" guy
21 Fit _ fiddle
22 Jcrgens or Astaire
23 "The. Shadow over
Innsmouth" author
25 "In a Free State"
author
27 "Big Three" lite
28 Most loathsome
30 Ring official
31 Poland
35 Word form for
"environment"
36 '62 Tornadoes smash
39 "The
Nibelungenlied." e.g.
42 Oolfer Trevino
43 Omit
102 Broadcast
8 Ages
45 Wooden strip
104 _ Tome
9 "100 _" ('69 film)
46 _ Aviv
105 Jitterbug dance
10 Sitarist Shankar
47 Adventure stories
107 Mink's coat
11 Selling point
49 _ Dawn Cbong
108 Spruce
12 Crumby kid?
51 SingerVaughan
13 With 32 Down,
54 "Perelandra" author 110 Use a poniard
court sport
56 "The Time Machine" 113 Fairway accessory
114 "Cheerio!"
14 Business dept.
author
115 Earphones
15 Anne of "The Day
60 Writer Erich
118 Maestro deWaart
trippers"
62 Game feUow?
119 Proprietor
16 More morose
63 Actress Alicia
17 Egotist's darling
64 "Cara __" ('65 song) 121 Chum
122 Fraught with danger 20 _ shift
65 Hard to lift
B HrthMoat
24 Tub
66 Lesage's "Gil "
129 "A Passage to
26 Hold-up man?
69 Zhivago's love
India" author
29 Fancy fabric
71 CT hours
132 The Code of the
32 See 13 Down
73 Charged atom
33 Triangle parts
74 "The Catcher in the Woosters" author
136 Pod or Bronte
34 Indeed
Rye'author
l37ZsaZsa's sister
37 Squirrel away
78 "Women in Love"
138 Explanatory phrase 38 Stooge count
author
39 Emulate Rembrandt
82 Southern constellation 139 Corporate VTP
140 Panelist Paul
40 Chihuahua dough
83 Cal. page
141 _ Tin Tin
41 Poorly
84 Tibetan monk
142 Steakhouse order 44 Reading matter?
86 Do Europe
143 Pants part
47 Bulge
87 Gymnastics event
48 Sedimentary rock
90 Scoundrel
DOWN
50 Architect Saarinen
92 Columnist Smith
lPale
52 Once more
93 Lamb and pork
2 Wine valley
53 Devastation
97 Shining
3 Hard to believe
55 Isle near Corsica
98 "Charlotte's Web"
4 Amatory
57 Knot
author
5 Vigoda or Burrows
100 "Winnie-the-Pooh 6 Rock's Fleet wood _ 58 Combat
59 Egyptian Nobelist
author
7 "I'm freezing!"
102 Broadcast
61 Director Adrian

67 Objective
68 drum
70 Come clean
72 Terrible age?
74 Part of Indonesia
75 Races a jalopy
76 _ Sainte Marie.
MI
77 Up for _
(available)
79 Eye color
80 Card game
81 ".. _s«w
Elba"
85 Mohammed
Jinnah
88 Actress Luft
89 Jacket material
91"_brillig..."
94 _ Romeo
95 Hardware item
% Blood
components
99 "Heartbreak _"
("56 hit)
100 From the lop
101 Mideastern gulf
103 Hornets
106 Skater Midori
109 Wobble
111 Take on
112 Purchased
114 Girl Scout units
115 Overdramatic
116 Puckish

Roman
fountain
120 Numerical
suffix
121 Role for Rigg
123 Persia, today
124 Medicine
cabinet item
Immaculate
On a whale
watch, perhaps
Gusto
Time-honored

l\l, lot)
Oklahoma
native
Uproar
Nationality
suffix

Care to go ^fiag
evbi9
Only 10 minuies from Campus!
SPECIAL JMU RATEUU
Monday nVro Priday, «^, lpa>

$17*11*,**.

Satarday,. Sunday* & Holiday, «»_ Ipro

S20lUfca,JU.

ANYTIME RATES
Monday/ tfiru Friday,

Safardayi. Sunday, & Hofiday,

S30&MUIU
$59G~uA.a'c«4

$44Gra_IW6'Ca4

PLAY PACKS ADDLE
THE ULTIMATE GOLF EXPERIENCE!
WWW.PACK%ADDLE.NET

269-8168
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Student acclimates to life as mother, scholar
Story by contributing writer Stephanie Brummell • Graphics by an director Jenny Chanthapanya and contributing artist Robin Smith
I magine a day in the life of a typical 20-year-old — classes, books,
tests and socializing. Now add the course load and social life to the
needs of a lively, energetic child and suddenly life isn't so typi.
life of a college mother.
Junior Marquita Cubbage is not only a full-time student working en a marketing degree; she also is a full-time
mother. Besides attending classes, Cubbage has a job
Ar.na Joy's Bridal and Formal where she works at i
30 hours a week. She also h.
4-year-old daughter, A'lanah, to
support. Her fiance^ DeM.
Morrison also brings a 5-yearold son, Tyrese, and 2-year-old
daughter, D'Mya, into the family.
"1 have different things I
have to think about than normal
college students," Cubbage
"I'm not going to school for myself,
but for my family also."
What most JMU students
consider to be their typical daily
routine is only a small fraction of
Cubbage's schedule. Her Monday,
Wednesday and Friday schedule
seems to be the most crammed.
"I wake up at 6:45 in the morning and get A'lanah and Tyrese
ready, then 1 drop A'lanah off at
>ol," Cubbage said. Only then
he able to return and get herself ready for a full day of classes.
"I leave straight from class to
pick A'lanah up, play with them a
little bit and then go to work from
about [4 to 9 p.m.J," Cubbage
said. After returning home from
work, Cubbage is free to do her
homework and that is after she
puts the children to bed.
Though some days are difficult, there's nothing Cubbage
would change. "My mind and
body are fresh at this age, and
I have the energy now to do
these things that I wouldn't if
1 had waited until 1 was old.
Cubbage said. "I really belie
if I did not have A'lanah, I would
not be as determined to do well in college as I am." Even at 20, she
said her age isn't hindering. "Although i had A'lanah when I was
young, I still want to provide for her the same wa
r parents who are more emotionally, financially and spiritually stable
do," Cubbage said.
Cubbage does not have to face these rigorous days alone — there
are many helpful people in her life. "I definitely get help from my
fiance, my mother, local family and friends," Cubbage said. There also

is another signi i
Cubbage's life from which she draws her
strength. "I have been very blessed by God and he is my driving force.
I give all the glory and credit to God because, without Him, nothing I
have done so far would have been possible," she said.
Cubbage's fiance^ DeMarcus, said that he would not
thing about his and Cubbage's situation. "...What
some people view as a mistake, we find the good, and put
our trust in God," he said. He doe
iplexity of tli
ion, however. "We
have to have time management, and
that's something we're both good at."
Cubbage and Morrison feel confident
about facing their challenges as a team.
"We're there to pick each other up,"
DeM.i
age received two scholarships from the College Oi
but
financially, having a child has affected her life tremendously. "You think
about car payments, day care fees,
baby clothes, food ... it all adds up.
Once a child comes along you have to
Decome less
become
I
selfish," Cubbage said.
he Harrisonburg community
many organizations
a ted to helping young
and fathers adapt
to becoming parents, such as the
mburg Pregnancy Center. "The
girls coming here are coming mostly
for the free pregnancy test. Once they
have become our clients, we offer them
materp
-, baby clothes for up
>f age and a few baby items
•aid Angie Lambert,
Client Service coordinator for the HPC.
o provide counseling as to what
their O]
as far as abortion, the
(abortion and adopt >
kingham Memorial
Hospital also offers programs, including one Cubbage participated in.
"When
pital, I
up for a program called Handin-Hand which is for young mothers.
We met the fourth Monday of each
month and they brought up important topics like discipline and reading
to your childrv
Mid.
According to an RMH pampl
.1, "Our n I
healthy babies with the h
e home life. The Hand-inHand :
i rogram offers support and resources to pregnant teens during pregnancy and the first year following birth."
As difficult as it is to imagine having these commitments this young
are certain things the kids will
IU know your day was worth while," Cubbage said.

T
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Focus

432-0610

Your Concert Destination
FRI SOWED OUT!
Love This Band Or Your Money Back
Dance To Nelly &USHEB

o**'Breakfast All Day
Breakfasi Burrito
egp, ham. cheddn cheew. lomftro. k onion
Breakfasi in a Wrap or Kaistr Roll
ct|>. bacon. chnMar chaaw. avocado, lonuu.
A mayo
Veggie Wrap
'» cMi" *•"•. 'Ptnacn. irccn pepper,
rod onion, vetjie cream cheat A Thai uuce
Egg & Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant
add bacon or sausage
Taylor Ham. Egg & Cheese on a Bagel
Bagels
lowfai cream cheese - regular, strawberry.
& veggie

SAT - HIGHROLLER - Southern Rock
WED 15th CARBON LEAF
SUN 24th-LEFTOVER SALMON
frontman DREW EMMIT

$3.99

' breakfast sandwich
$3.99

I tmafl drink
before 11 a.m.

$3.99

exp. Sept. 30th
$2.69
$2.99
$3.79
$.65
$1.39

J

Our Kitchen is now open until
3AMTues-Fri
Sun 10:00 j.m. 7:00 p.m.

Wine now on premises
We Accept IMU Flex
dothepub.com

Your late Night Place lo Eat

14 III l< III4III

S

The absolute BE ST party spot in the Valley!
Dancing opportunities available, call for details.
Thurs. - Sat.
7pm - 2:30am

3O4.897.82OO
I-8i North to Exit 257. Take rt. 259 to Broadway Left Q 2nd light.
20 vain, to Paradise (jry on Left
_pw Prices -

Classes Begin
Sept. 13th
All Levels Welcome
Call to Register
lr.\\l*m
433.7127
& Company
\

i
\

g
\

a
a
\

\

Ballet
Adult Ballet (Amelia)
Adult Ballet II (Amelia)
Adv. Ballet & Point IV (Drew/Nicole)
Adv. Ballet & Point V (Drew/Nicole)
Advanced Ballet Variations (Mia)
Advanced Ballet de Deux (Chris)

Tuesday 7:00-8:00
Tuesday 8:00-9:00
Mon. 5:30-7:00 & Wed. 5:00-6:30
Mon. 5:30-7:00 & Wed. 6:30-8:00
Every other Saturday 3:30-5:00
Every other Saturday 3:30-5:00

Modern Dance
Adult Modern (McKenzie)
Adv. Modem IV (Emily)
Tap
Beg.
Adv.
Adv.
Adv.

Adult Tap (Natalie)
Tap II (Rebbeca B.)
Tap III (Christine)
Tap IV (Natalie)

Jazz
Beg. Teen Adult Jazz & Hip-Hop (Mia)
Adv. Jazz II (Rebecca)
Adv. Jazz III (Cynthia)
Adv. Jazz V (Rebecca A.)
Irish Step Dance
Beg. Teen/Adult Irish Step (Emily)
Int. Teen Adult Irish Step (Emily)
Adv. Int. Irish Step w/Beginning Hardshoe (Emily)
Adv. Irish Step Hardshoe (Emily)
Musical Stage Dance
Adv. Musical Stage B (Cynthia)Saturday
Spiritual Dance
Spiritual Dance Performance
Workshop for Adults (Rebecca A.)

Wednesday 8:00-9:00
Wednesday 8:00-9:00

Tuesday 8:00-9:00
Thursday 7:00-8:00
Thursday 8:00-9:00
Tuesday 8:00-9:00

Monday 7:30-8:30
Thursday 8:00-9:00
Tuesday 5:00-6:00
Monday 8:30-9:30

Monday 7:30-8:30
Wednesday 7:00-8:00
Saturday 1:30-2:30
Saturday 2:30-3:30

Best Food - Low. Low, Low Prices - Best Fr^

g"R¥)/~L:

■

r

{S3China Express?
1 Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 I
ArmntoH
^° FIPX
I"lex Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am o
&
Fri-Sat until 2am «

Welcome Back!
Don't Forget
Our Super
Combo Still
Available for
Only $6.50!
SC3
SC4
SC9
SC16
SC17
SC20

All come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Pork
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Pepper Steak
Beef with Broccoli
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables

and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

• SC23 General Tso's Chicken

and don't forget..

SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beel. or Shrimp Lo Mein
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

25c Cheese Wontons

Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

(limit 2 wrtti $15 purchase)

Full Combo List Found On GoLook0n.com

Lunch Special $3.95 and up

12:30-1:30
1

' •

Oman*

Monday 4:30-5:30

Dance Center is an 8 minute walk from campus on Main Street.
1 door down from Main Street Bar &Griil,
You Made It, and Dave's Taverna.
Across from the Public Library.

China Express
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GoLookOn.Com
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Return of the Ninjas
k

UPB gets ready to promote
its "Quad-A-Bunga on the
Quad.
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"You glance at [the game)... then, suddenly, five hours have elapsed and you've
done none of your homework."
JOEY BLANKENBURG

junior
> 12

cofawittai
Movie on the
BY ERIN LEE

know what full capacity is, but
we hope it will be packed," said
sophomore Jeremy Paredes, director
Leonardo, Donalello, Raphael of media and public relations.
and Michaelangelo were not just
"Ifs a way to show what the
world-renowned Italian artist..: capabilities of UPB are. and also a good
The childhood favorite lean, opportunity to welcome everyone
green fighting machines of the back from summer," he said.
'90s are back in "Quad-A-Bunga"
The money raised by the event will
Monday night.
benefit St )ude Children's Research
The University Program Board Hospital in Memphis. Term, for the
and Up 'hi Dawn will present research and treatment of cancer
the program, featuring the film and other catastrophic diseases, said
'Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles," at junior Meg Dalmul. special events
9:45 p.m. Sept. 13. on the Quad.
director for Up 'til Dawn
"Teenage
Mutant
Ninja
"UPB has been very generous
Turtles is kind of nostalgic, and we with helping us put on some
wanted something fun and upbeat events because we are a nonthat people would get excited for," profit organization, so we can't
said sophomore Anna Fitzgibbon, pay for a lot of things," Dalmut
director of cinematic promotion.
said. "We're hoping to get
Party Train Entertainment ourselves involved in more places
provided the large screen and on campus — and it looks like a
sound system necessary for the lot of fun, and it's a great way to
film "This is something you get our name out there."
couldn't go see at any other
UPB will be doing a movie
theater," Fitzgibbon said. The promotion Friday on the Quad
movie was chosen by the UPB in from 12 to 2 p.m. with the
hopes that it would take people UPB Street Team, a new team
back to their childhood.
developed to promote UPB
No limit has been set on events. For more information
attendance. "We've never done an about the event, visit UPB's Web
event on the Quad, so we don't site, upb.jmu.edu.
senior writer

KEVAN MACIVER
graphki rjittw

■.

J-Spot:
Sex Education
Monday
September 13
7-8:30 p.m.
College Center
Ballroom

Art exhibit
Tomorrow 12 - 5 p.m.
Friday 12-4 p.m.
Zirkle House Gallery

Poster
Exhibit
Get Out The Vote
present through
September 21
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on weekdays
Sawhill Gallery

Climbing
Competition
Sunday
Sept. 12
7-10 p.m.
UREC

'Gatsby' provides old-time thrills,
new contemplation of real world
BY GEARY COX

senior writer
I picked up "The Great
Gatsby," by F. Scott Fitzgerald
the other day for my
American literature course
and nearly put It back down
after reading the first sentence. It's an American classic, if not a ubiquitous high
school novel. I had, after all,
read the novel in eleventh
grade — I could remember
major plot points I could
even remember the theme:
the American dream.
In eleventh grade, we
read to discern the relationship between the quest for
the American dream and the
characters. I read this time to
understand how a few years
of college courses and the
impending doom of the "real
world" would affect my perceptions.
The novel opens with a
naive Nick Carraway moving to Long Island, N.Y., to
begin work in the financial

RL,

business. He catches up with
his cousin. Daisy Buchanan,
and meets his terribly eccentric neighbor, Jay Gatsby.
Through Nick, we learn that
Gatsby is a less-than-respectable businessman who has
spent the better part of his
life amassing a great fortune.
Gatsby then spends Alt Imtune trying to buy the affections of the woman he has
loved for many years: Daisy
Buchanan. Small problem
— Daisy is married.
Nick narrates through
Gatsby's lavish parties — the
sparkling glitz Gatsby provides to attract Daisy — and
the seedy undercurrent of
rich people participating in
his self-destructive behavior.
I oversimplified the plot,
but. at just over 200 pages,

"Gatsby" isn't a long novel.
What detracts from the story
is that none of the characters are noble individuals
— even our narrator, Nick,
participates in a Gatsby-like
scheme. Nick arranges for
Daisy and Catsby to meet for
the first time in a long while,
and this meeting serves as a
catalyst for the novel's tragic,
fatal ending.
Nor is The Great Gatsby"
a positive, uplifting story. All
of the characters Fitzgerald
designs — though thinly
veiled — are sad and pathetic.
The bright lights of Gatsby's
parties fail to hide the tragic
lives of the partygoers.
The most comforting
message of Fitzgerald's masterpiece also is the harshest
of all — Gatsby has such
faith that he can buy Daisy,
and that he can buy his
American dream. He can't
— his life is wasted on a
vision, and you can't buy
vision — not even with the
type of money he has.

Egg-straordinary cooking made simple with eggplant
Br HEATHER HOPKINS
contributing writer
A delectable food suited to a variety of cooking
methods, eggplant can be enjoyed hot or cold, grilled or
roasted, marinated or in a casserole. To pick an eggplant,
choose one that's firm and heavy, and without blemishes
on its skin. It is better to choose a male eggplant than a
female. Males have fewer seeds, which taste bitter. They
also have a smooth, round blossom end, whereas the
female's blossom end is indented. Generally, one pound
of eggplant yields three to four cups chopped. Eggplants
keep for several days when stored in a perforated plastic
bag kept in the refrigerator.
scuCroo cggMcnt
Wftfl ItlHMCOfJl
Ingredients.

1 medium eggplant
14.5 ounces tomatoes
l tablespoon olive on 1 teaspoon sail
1 tablespoon burnt
1 cup soft bread crumbs
2 tablespoons
minced onion
Wash the eggplant and cut rt in half. Scoop the pulp out
to about l/Tinch of the skin. Dice the pulp. In a skillet,
mah the butter with olive oil over medium heat. Add
onions and saute for two minutes. Add the eggplant pulp.
tomatoes, bread crumbs and tafc/^^^Z
Mix It well, then fill the eggplant
Eggplant
nt
shells. Bake at 375 degrees until
PartTMS;an
browned, or about 30 minutes.
Ingiedlents: I large eggplant.
\tl teaspoon dried basil
Serves four.
about 3 pounds
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
iMcupoivtoH
1/4 cup grated Parmesan
2 cups canned tomato
cheese
•at,,.
B ounces shredded
MonaieNa cheese
Peel eggplant and cut it into 1/4-inch slices, fry slices on
both sides in a skillet in hot oil urrbl browned. Dram well on
paper towels Place a layer of eggplant slices in a shallow
baking <*«h, cover with some tomato sauce, a sprinkling of
basil and JH*C powder.a little Parmesan cheese and a Tittle
Mozzare* cheers*. Repeat layers until all ingredients are
used, ending with Morarella cheese. Bake uncovered at 400
degrees for IS to 20 minutes.

\
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Upcoming 'Warcraff to be another addicting adventure
BY MOHAMMED HAFEZ

contributing writer
In keeping with the tradition of all their games.
Blizzard Entertainment
has come through for its
fans again with their new
M.i—ively
Multiplayer
Online Role Playing Came.
"World of Warcraft."
The game is excessive
; ly fun. It's amazing how
; enjoyable it is in the game
to roam this limitless universe, filled with fantastic creatures, with your
custom-created character
while battling a myriad of
foes and increasing your
fantasy character's powers and abilities. The game
becomes an addiction.
"You glance at (the
game] for about five minutes then, suddenly, five
hours have elapsed and
vou've done none of your

foil ve Got Gamci
homework." junior )oey
For those few and
Blankenburg said.
proud who recently have
An MMORPG allows been privileged to take
thousands of players to part in this beta test, the
exist in the same game fruits of Blizzard's hard
world at the exact same labor have gamers' jaws
time. The company recent- dropping worldwide.
ly has released to the pubThe game's graphics
lic a beta version of this are some of the best on
highly anticipated online the market for a MMORPG
computer game to test the — they use more colors and
game's online stability.
more detail than most. The
"Blizzard hasn't gone "fully 3-D world is scenic
wrong before, and if the and awe inspiring — not to
beta is any inclination [of mention incredibly huge.
the future], the game is
Indeed, a player could
going to be awesome," wander around this world
junior Justin Jones said.
for hours and still only

explore a small portion of
Blizzard's vast fantasy universe.
And with Blizzard's
promise of "hundreds of
hours of game play with
new quests, items and
adventures every month,"
gamers should be pleased,
despite the monthly fee
charged of players, which
is yet to be determined.
The
nine different
classes
available
for
custom-character creation
are unique and appeal to
all tastes, each with their
own impressive array of
spells and abilities.
The game also features
an astounding soundtrack
that immerses the player
into
this
gargantuan
fantasy world.
Though the game has
not yet been released, it
already has the makings of
another classic best-selling
Blizzard computer game.

hink you may be

pregnant?

Are you a Codies' man?
Are you a flirt?
T)o you know how toj>(ay the game of Cove?
if so, you may be interested
in a dating game at "the Tub.
Thursday, Sept. 2} at 9p.m.,
Trie Tub wiCCbe hosting two game shows.
The girCandguy who spin
the best game wiCCtake away a date andaprizel
if this appeals to yourvCayfut side,
write us at 6reezestytei®/wtTnaiCc0m
for more information. lncCudeyour name, age,
hometown, major and some of your interests.
'Remember.
ACC'sfair in (ove and war... QoodCuck'.

Your ?l/ tfere

HARRISONBURG

Pregnancy Center
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528
I FAMILY
l/ftf OF HOPE

Cow church expenses

nopaidcCergy

weekCy sharedmeaC

no church real estate

Wefcome to an "open douse"
with members ofTamify oftfope,
an 'AnaSaptist'Mennonite'rfouse Church
Sunday, September 12, 4 pm
OCdTAassanutten Lodge
Home ofCjuy and'Margie VCasits
3448 Caverns "Drive, Keez(etown, VA 22832
(go 1/4 mite east ofOCtown ScfuxC, turn right on Caverns Drive to end of road)
contact <m-gvlasits@juno.com> 269-6706
or <harvyoder(8>aol.com> 432-0531

hair

Barber Shop & Styling Salon

$6.00 Haircuts
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights,
Foiling, Cornrowing and Waxing
Hours
M-W 7:00-5:30
Thurs 7:00-7:00
Fri 7:00-5 30
Sat 7:00-2 00

1

We Accept Flex
• Located one mile
fom campus

434.4344

33 West, Harnsonburg
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland

Crossing
Welcomes you
and your pet.

THURSDAY, SEPT.

After a 2-1, road trip lo
the Charlotte SpringHill Suites
Invitational. JMU volleyball
returned to Sinclair Gym at
Godwin Hall for its home opener Tuesday to sweep Norfolk
State University in three games
30-9, 30-14 and 30-8.
JMU sophomore middle
blocker Ashley Copenhaver
paced all players with 11
kills for the evening and
committed only one error in
17 attack attempts.
Junior setter Krysta Cannon
and freshman Allyson Halls each
turned in six kills of their own
JMU will hit the road for
their next game in San Marcos,
Texas where the Dukes will
compete in the Century / Honda
Classic Invitational.
—from staff reports

THE BREEZE
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"L.C. has tremendous ability to make big plays."

SPORTS
JMU sweeps
home opener

9, 2004 I

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Dukes drop home tournament final to URI
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer

After a streak of sunny days
and victories for the women's
soccer team, a drizzly and
gloomy Monday brought the
Dukes a 2-0 loss to the University
of Rhode Island Rams in the
final of JMU/Comfort Inn
Invitational Tournament.
After a 2-1 victory over
the University of Alabama
Saturday, the Dukes came into
their matchup against URI looking to win the tournament as
the host team. Weather conditions, however, made their
main offensive tactic of streaking down the sides and sending
low crosses into the middle of
the field ineffective, sophomore
forward Sarah Cebulski said.

"We wanted to keep it on
the ground," Cebulski said.
"But the ball was so fast on
the ground that it was hard to
get a good cross."
Red-shirt senior defender Byrant Karpinski said,
"We didn't want to change
our game plan. [But in the
rain] you've got to watch
the ball skipping."
Under a light mist, the
Dukes put together a few scoring chances early. Cebulski
struck the right post from 18
yards out and Junior forward
Kim Argy placed a number of
crosses, but the Dukes' first
half efforts were fruitless.
As the weather conditions deteriorated in the second half, so did the Dukes'
results on the field.

Junior goalkeeper Jessica
Hussey, who kept the Dukes
in the game with a one-onone save in the first half,
allowed a rain-slicked ball
to slip through her hands
and trickle into the net in
the second half to give the
Rams a 1-0 lead.
While the Dukes pressed
to find the equalizing goal,
URI seized the game with a
quick counterattack. Finding
herself in a second oneon-one situation, Hussey's
diving attempt could not
keep the ball out of the net.
The Rams led 2-0 and were
on their way to victory.
For the first time this season, neither Cebulski nor
Argy were able to tally a
point. "Everybody was out

of position dealing with the
rain," Cebulski said.
The slick conditions made
it tough for Cebulski to connect with Argy. "When dealing
with these conditions, everyone has to focus more on their
own game," Cebulski said.
Despite falling to Rhode
Island, the Dukes (3-1-0)
remain optimistic.
"Last year started off bad,"
Cebulski said. 'Today we were
(ust caught up in the [threegame winning) streak."
Karpsinki agreed.
"We played slow in the
warm-ups and that lead right
into the game," Karpinski said.
'Team morale is still really
high. We didn't bring the Agame today, but we're going to
put this one behind us."

AMY PATERSON '/•A«j*o editor
Red-shirt senior midfielder
Christy Metzker battles for
the ball during the Dukes 2-0
loss to URI Monday.

FOOTBALL

Baker electrifies JMU special teams
Freshman's maturity, potential impress coaches

AMY PATKRSON '/**> aster
Freshman wide receiver L.C. Baker avoids a tackle against Lock Havan University In the Dukes' saason opener last Saturday.
Baker set a JMU single gams record returning sight punts for 116 yards. Ha also caught one pass for IS yards.

BY JESSICA MERRILL

contributing writer

Freshman wide receiver
L.C. Baker set a JMU single
game record Saturday
night, returning eight punts
for 116 yards against Lock
Haven University.
Racking up records and
collecting awards isn't new
to Baker though; it's seemed
to become a hobby of his.
While attending Armstrong
High School in Richmond, the
now 18-year-old was an AllDistrict and All-Region wide
receiver and kick returner.
As a senior, Baker was
named All-Metro wide receiver and All-State kick returner,
all while leading his region
with 71 catches for 1,367 yards
and six touchdowns.
Transitioning from high
school to college football
can be a big adjustment,
with harder practices,
classes, and more homework to keep up with. Yet,
Baker says, he has adapted
to the change.
"You have to manage your
time a lot more, but practice is
practice," Baker said.
In college football, there
are "true" freshmen and
then there are "red-shirted" freshmen. A red-shirt
freshman already has completed a year of academic
classes. As a true freshman.
Baker hasn't completed a
semester yet.
Many coaches red-shirt
freshmen to better prepare
them for college football.
However, some true freshmen, like Baker, earn the
right to play right away.
A true freshman like
Baker, who shows a high
level of maturity and has the
ability to learn assignments
and put them to use on the
field, is hard to come by.
"For a true freshman to
play major college football,
you have to be extremely
mature and that's what L.C.

brings to the table," coach
Mickey Matthews said.
"Sometimes it's different for
freshmen to take what they
learn in the meeting room
out onto the field. He has
the ability to do that, which
is very positive."
Wruie recruiting, coaches
often keep certain attributes
in mind. The physical ability
to make big plays is high
atop their list, along with
high academic standards.
Matthews said.
"L.C. has tremendous
ability to make big plays,"
Matthews said. "Football is
a game of big plays; anytime
you have the ability to recruit
someone to make big plays,
it's a very positive thing."
As a freshman, working with an entire field of
veterans can be frustrating
and intimidating. Coaches
tend to give extra leeway
for rookie mistakes. But
Baker doesn't seem intimidated and doesn't want
the extra help.
"I want them to treat
me like the rest of the
upperclassmen," Baker
said. "That's the only way
that I'll get belter. I don't
think I should be here if I
had come intimidated."
With his strong will
to succeed and his ability
to make big plays, Baker
brings with him a passion
for the game.
"Everyone's on the same
page," Baker said. "Right
now 1 just bring a lot of energy and enthusiasm and, with
a lot of other players, we
should be good."
With a great attitude
and good knowledge of
the game, his coaches say
Baker is a well-rounded
student-athlete.
"He's an intelligent person
on every level," wide receivers
coach Tony Tallent said.
"He's well spoken, he has a
great demeanor and good
knowledge of the game."

William & Mary gives Dukes hope against WVU
I spent my Saturday sleeping till the crack of noon, losing my Biltmore Grille virginity (could've been better) and
watching JMU eat Lock Haven
— so I didn't get to watch a lot
of non-Dukes college football.
However, I did notice
that the College of William
4: Mary nearly beat the
University of North Carolina.
The final score was 49-38 in
favor of the Tar Heels.
Now, I'm not sure how
many "nearly beats" merit columns, but for some reasoa
this strikes me as significant.
UNC is in the Atlantic Coast

»

Conference.
And after an
off-season
that saw the
ACC
add
Virginia
Tech and the
University
of
Miami
for the 2004
season —
with Boston
College
MATTHEW
entering in
2005 — it
STPSS
has
been
lauded by talking heads in television screens as the premier

college football conference in
the nation.
Granted, the mighty Tar
Heels haven't been so mighty
lately. Their last winning season was in 2001, in which they
went 8-5 and capped the year
with a 16-10 Peach Bowl win
over Auburn University.
Last year, Carolina limped
through its schedule, staggering to a 2-10 record overall.
The 2002 season wasn't much
better; the Heels finished 3-9.
Coach John Bunting in
his Tuesday press conference,
implored the Tar Heel faithful
to do their part in the resurrec-

tion of Kenan Stadium.
Bunting will need fans
more than ever this weekend,
especially with UNC traveling
to the University of Virginia.
Carolina hasn't beaten UVa. in
Charlottesville since 1981.
And with that, we finally
get to my reason for this column; William & Mary giving
a bit of hope to JMU.
Willi.im & Mary, which
nearly defeated an ACC team is
a JMU peer as both schools call
the Atlantic 10 Conference their
football homes. Since division
affiliation gaps fiave been most
prevalent in Brteu sports as of
I

late (if you've been reading),
it seemed a timely occasion
for a column.
Going into the fourth quarter, William & Mary led UNC
31-28 until Carolina running
back Ronnie McGill played
fieartbreaker and dashed for
100 yards in the final quarter.
The Heels, however, had an
absolutely miserable time against
the Tribe until that last period.
On the very first possession,
Carolina fumbled and William
k Mary recovered. The turnover
led to a Tribe touchdown on a 46yard pass from red-shirt senior
quarterback Lang Campbell.

who proved implicit to William
k Mary's upset bid.
The A-10 Offensive Player
of the Week turned in a career
afternoon. He completed 23 of
41 pass-attempts for 322 yards
and two touchdowns.
Saturday was the first time
a Tribe quarterback had thrown
for 300 yards since Dave Corley
(1999-02) torched the Virginia
Military Institute for 346 in 2002Also. with Campbell's touchdown passes, he now has tossed
a touchdown pass in every game
he has started for coach Iminiye
m WAM. <p°%' '4
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W&M:A-10 hangs
with ACC on gridiron
W AM, from page 13

Laycock. (Campbell assumed
the starter's role last season
after waiting behind Corley
lor three years).
In addition to that, the
Tribe seems to have a knack
for annoying Division I-A
programs. Last season, William Ac Mary came close to
beating Indiana Univerftlta but ended up losing
by 8 points, 25-17. In 2001,
the Tribe posted 23 points
against East Carolina University — too bad ECU
scored 38.
Interesting
side note
about ECU, two years ago
there was a quarterback out
of the University of Florida
looking to transfer by the
name of Patrick Dosh because the Gators had just
signed some kid named

Chris Leak. Perhaps you've
heard of him.
Dosh's father, Pat Dosh
played basketball at JMU
from 1975-'78. The younger
Doth chose ECU over JMU,
where I've heard he currently runs the third team
offense.
1 am happy with Rascati.
Anyway, in 1998, William U Mary took on Temple University and beat the
Owls, 45-38.
But the whole point of this
wordy, space-filling monstrosity is in a few weeks, JMU takes
on an l-A opponent in the Big
East's West Virginia University. Lang Campbell and William & Mary give hope that,
just maybe, the A-10 Dukes
will make it a game.
Matthew Stoss is a sophomore english major.

I am sad Despite my 1-1 upemng week. I am tad I »enl agauM insond and all hetlei judgement to pick Notre Dame over B YU. The Fighon Insh Minrndeied. Never again
shall I pick Notre Dome In .nhei college nev.v tt'a KSI Miami Rcund Two IJUI week, the new ACC nvals bowed to Hurricane Frances; this week Pargo changed her mind
I km vcr. this week kicks off the NFL and Jim's rapture at being able so pick his boys, the Giants When they gel lit. give him hell The e-mail address is mmjj Anyway. Team
Sports is off to a solid Stan with a 6-2 mark - we uouldhe 8-0 if not toe Notre Dame rolling over. Everyone else was 5-7 and Jasper needs a hug .
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Welcome Back.
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Flavor of the Week:

PORk BBO SANdwich
wirh FRJES \H& A DRJNI

Banana

$5.99

Downtown: 433-3917

SKYDIVE!
EASY ONE DAY FIRST
JUMP COURSE!
And a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at
SKYDIVEORANGE!

GIFT CERTIFICATES!
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS

(877) DIVE-SKY
WWW.5 KYDIVEORANGE.COM

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten. MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MaribethPLoynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday Friday 8:30-5:00

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348

R- RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
Mon-Fri9-6 . Sat 10-5

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

Want an easy way to
reel in your customers?

Store Locations:
237 Burgess Road

All NTELOS atom open Monday-Saturday 9 n 7,
Sunday noon to 6. Unta open during regular null noun

600 University Blvd.
Beside CoslCo
432-6353

rtamsonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
437-3020

OPEN SUNDAY

Valley Mall
Kiosk beside
EdekeBauei
432-6353
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CLASSIFIEDS
GRAD STUDENT HOUSING Within
talking diiuocc to JMU and shopping
level Wwnhouac. ramiahad. 4
bedroom, 2 batha. sparkling clem.
AC. dian washer, microwave, laundry
Non-anoking,
no
pets.
$90000
month.
Individual
leases.
Call
810-0922 or email payodenQsheniei net
HI MFR'S RHXrF Fumiihed *tih
phone.$240/bedrooin. Call 703-727-4128.
(iRI-.AT i~BRf Subleaailbtar, gas,
and all appliance* included! Pool. W/ D.
Head> lo go1 Pels ok $7|9. 421-7569
<;«Hng abroad Spring Semester?
Use 7ft# Breeze classified ads to till
your vacancy!
,
It's never too early, so go online to place
your ad today!

PARKING SERVICES it currently
seeking student! interested in working for
the student snforossnam program. Apply
on the web at wwwjmuidu/parking, or in
person at our office located on the ground
level of the parking deck. Call 568-6105.
or e-mail jmuparking2004(alhoimail
com
for additional
information
BARTENDING! $250/<ky
No experience necessary
provided (800) 965-6520

Potential
Training
EIL 212

exchange for lessons A nding privileges
50 mm. from JMU. Opportunity to show
and foxhunt. Flexible hra. Experience
required. 828-3223 for information.
WAITKHH I WANT!:D Apply a. Jc»'
Lunch HI. All Shifts Needed Freshmen,
Sophomores.
Juniors
Preferred
TOfR
r,IU)IS
WANTED
N„
experience necateary. Weekend and
weekday work. Must have dependable
tranaportaiion Call for appointment
Endless
Caverns,
896-2283.

www.thebrtete.org

AIRBRUSH
TATTOO
ARTIST
and
Recreational
Fntertamment
Staff wanted for Fall Winter 2004
Season. Most Positions available at
Massanulten Resort locations S7 hr
rw.mtstvaUeycom or (540) 607-6670.

HI I [IMF (HUD CARr- for JMU
administrator and spouse, needed in
our H-burg home (M-F. 8-5>. I toddler.
1 infant Experience, dependability.
energy and references required. Serious
inquiries only please. (540) 432-1759.
EARN CASH SHOPPING" Seeking
Mystery Shoppers to evaluate local
businesses Flexible work schedule.
Perfect for students! (800) 417-6416

Your Ad

ID

Th* Brteze

Get the impact of print, and the immediacy of the web'
Get both for one small price.
Order online today!
*»*• thtbrttjtor%
X-IIWANlW-reRSoU
Average (a) 5 hours
flexible
Vehicle
References.
Call

needed
per weak,
necessary
234-8317.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURSAI1 you do
is Mil the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005
Travel Program Represent an American
Express "Student Travel" company.
guaranteed
highest
commission,
free trips and great for resume. Your
pay equals your efforts American
Student Vacations. 1-800-336-2260.
w H H ame ricansludenl Info.

GIRL WANTED Office help wanted in
local motorcycle shop close to campus.
Mast have computer ikilhi and ■ friend I \
smile Call 540-433-0232 for an interview
LOCAL
FAMILY
SEARCHING
for responsible student to watch 2
children after school. 2-3 hrs for
2-5 per week. (540) 434-4166

WANTED Nude models for art classes
$9.Ui hour. No experience necessary
Part-time wort Models are needed
for an classes that meet for a variety
of times Monday through Thursday.
but especially for a class that meets
1:30-500
pm. Tuesday/Thursday
To apply or for more information,
e-mail David a( bawomdyajmu
edu or leave a message at 476-2337

IRISH STEP DANCE Teacher/ AssistantTeacher position available. Established
Studio References. Call 433-7127.

YOUR AD HERE
• ihebrrezfoti

THE JMU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Team Wants YOU to he a manager' If
you have ever played basketball or just DANCE CLASSES BEGIN SEPT
love the sport. 0m U the job for you! Join 1JTH. Dance A Company Dance
us for exciting travels across the United Center. Adult (lasses in Ballet. Tap.
States Be pan of a terrific program... Jasr. Modem Dance. Irish Step Dance,
come and join our team' Please contact Spiritual Dance, Pilaies. Yoga, Tai Chai.
Sarah Holateger ai 540-368-6513 or Ballroom 8 minute walk from campus
e-mail Sarah at hoklnsk&jmu edu on Main Street All levels Call 433-7127.

HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS
30 min
south of JMU
$23'
hour
828-3223
to
schedule
OUITAR LESSONS Beginner to
Intermediate Most styles Theory,
aongwnting, playing by ear. lompetetive
Rates Call Greg
(540) 433-6468.

StudentCity.com

Spring Break
Mlicu: fanner

ifj'hi Rin lit:

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!!
Make Up to $300 Per Shift! No
Previous Experience Required. Flexible
Schedules Available. FUN and UPBEAT
Environment. Call Now I -800-714-4060

BREAK
2005
Travel
1450
GROUP
FUND
RAISER SPRING
Scheduling Bonus - 4 hours of your with STS. America's «l Student
Tour
Operator
to
Jamaica.
Cancun,
group's time PLUS our free (yea, 6M)
fiindraising solutions EQUALS $1,000- Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now
$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call hinng on-camnus reps Call for group
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you discounts Information' Reservations
wMwsairavrl.com
schedule your non-sales fundraiser 1-800-648-4849.
with
CampusFundraiser.
Contact
THE
ULTIMATE
Spring
Break
CampusFundraiacr, (888) 923-3238, Experience. 17 Hot Destinations! Official
or vail www.campiisfundrat.ier com Partner of Maxim Break. Book Early &
Receive; free meals, free t-shirt. Campus
reps wanted. Travel free & be VIP
i 'imienlettycom 1.888. Spring Break.
SPRING BREAK 2805 Challenge
WRITERS* PHOTOGRAPHERS
Find i better once'
WANTED!
Lowesi prices, free sneak, newest parties'
N.wensbtrath deadline!
VUBI The Breeze in the basement of
Hiring reps - earn free tnps and cask!
Anthony Seeger Hall ore-mail
ihe brtttrv^mu-edu lo get started1

xgammJatumm

.TWICE A
4 HARRISONBURG
jit BAPTIST CHURCH
HkanjaoBki a..

BATCT CHURCH

Christianity and The Big Questions

JOIN US FOR NIGHTLY SPECIALS t, GREAT ENTERTAINMENT!
Doily (Mimes • /ippertizors • Entrees ' Jolods I Sandwiches • Disserts
Multiple lig Sceen TVs • Electronic Dortboords ■ Pool ToUe

1) Is There a God?
Caffeinated Worship @ 9 a.m.
Classic Worship @ 11 a.m.

1400 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA

540-433-2521
Present this ad and receive S2 OFF an Entre

www.hbcAlive.org
501 South Main Street

CE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS PRESENTS...

3lii

"Setting Sail: Studying Abroad through JMU"
on Monday. September 13, 2004
AND
"Getting Your Money's Worth: Internships and Scholarships Abroad"
on Monday, September 20, 2004
IN TAYLOR HALL. ROOM

311 AT 4PM

international
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Sunfits rudsur&s

BRUCE HOMWSY
Halcyon Diyi

ENGINE DOWN
Engint Down

TAKINQ BACK SUNDAY
Wh*»YouW«ntToB*

Get cash for your old stuffl
••• iwiy MI ••« oafs, ovda, VIM VMNMM MMJ

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR'
1790-96 E. Market St.

AMI

mw * usio cot • u».
vwn •assims

Visit us at our new Location
380 University Blvd.
(across from Regal Theaters)
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Dine in or take out
catering for all occasions
Harrisonburg's only
boar head del

DVD • VW • IOOKS
IBTIN UKNE YOU WY!

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Now Hiring, Inquire within.

564-29S8

